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IntroductIon
With the rapid growth of wireless traffic 
demands, the current wireless technology will be 
overcome in the next 10 years. To struggle toward 
the high network capacity demands provoked 
by the explosion of current services, potential 
technologies of software-defined radio, cognitive 
radio, and networks for reconfigurable networks 
have been investigated for future 5G systems 
[1]. These involve the investigation of how to 
apply spectrally efficient technologies on brand-
new network architecture. Current and future 
mobile network operators rely on network func-
tions (NFs), or inline services in their networks, 
such as deep packet inspection (DPI), logging/
metering/charging/advanced charging, firewall, 
proxy, intrusion detection and prevention (IDP), 
Network Address Translation (NAT), and so on, 
to manage users’ mobile traffic, increase secu-

rity, and improve performance. A service chain 
is defined as a sequence of NFs that should be 
traversed by given flows in a predefined order, 
which is required when the traffic needs to go 
through more than one NF. Moreover, if there 
are multiple service chains, the operator needs to 
configure the networking infrastructure to steer 
the traffic through the right service chain. Tra-
ditionally, NFs are deployed as dedicated mid-
dleboxes, which is referred as hardware-based 
NFs in the rest of the article. Hardware-based 
NF deployments are typically overprovisioned, 
or otherwise have to drop packets and disable 
certain functionalities in the face of heavy load. 
For example, an IDS may disable DPI capabili-
ties under heavy load. Meanwhile, operators usu-
ally rely on error-prone and complex low-level 
manual configurations to coerce traffic through 
the desired set of NFs. Both NF deployment and 
policy enforcement require significant capital 
and operating investment.

To address the high cost issue, recently, 
there has been growing interest in replacing 
purpose-built hardware NF solutions with soft-
ware-based NFs running on commodity devices, 
known as network functions virtualization (NFV) 
[2]. By decoupling the NFs from proprietary 
hardware appliances, NFV provides flexible pro-
visioning of software-based network function-
alities on top of an optimally shared physical 
infrastructure. On the other hand, software-de-
fined networking (SDN) is being used to steer 
flows delicately through appropriate NFs to 
enforce policies and jointly manage network and 
NF loads [3]. It allows for new flexibility and cen-
tralized intelligence in traffic steering. Thus, inte-
grating NFV and SDN enables unified control of 
NF deployment and traffic steering, which brings 
new opportunities to performance optimization.

Together, NFV and SDN can help achieve:
• Policy-aware NF deployment, which optimizes 

user utility and guarantees NF performance
• Accurate and efficient traffic steering to mini-

mize the operating expense
However, to simultaneously achieve these 

goals, we need to jointly optimize and control the 
NFV orchestration and switching behavior. Cur-
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AbstrAct
In software-defined radio and cognitive radio 

enabled future 5G mobile networks, and SDN-
NFV system will enable high flexibility in con-
structing service chaining, that is, steering flows 
through required service chains, thanks to the 
ability of dynamic service deployment and agile 
traffic routing. Given such flexibility, we need to 
carefully design the system to identify the optimal 
mechanism that maximizes both performance and 
resource utilization. To enable the SDN-NFV sys-
tem to optimize the service chaining according to 
the user requirements and network environment, 
in this article, we propose a unified control and 
optimization framework that jointly controls and 
optimizes the resource allocation in networking 
and service provisioning. By modeling the network 
and services together and developing optimization 
techniques that jointly examine both, this frame-
work benefits the overall system performance in 
various scenarios of traffic steering, VM selection, 
function assignment, and policy optimization. Fur-
thermore, these achievable benefits are demon-
strated by a typical example of simulation under a 
realistic scenario.

a unifieD contRol anD optiMization 
fRaMewoRk foR DynaMical SeRvice chaining 

in SoftwaRe-DefineD nfv SySteM
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rent research mainly focuses on the innovation 
of NFV platforms [4, 5] and traffic steering for 
non-virtualized inline services [6–8]. No existing 
mechanism in current SDN-NFV systems tackles 
the optimization and unified control of NFs and 
forwarding devices.

In this article, we establish a novel framework 
that jointly optimizes and controls the underly-
ing devices to enable the SDN-NFV system to 
achieve aforementioned goals. This framework 
enables the joint optimization of NF provision-
ing and traffic steering by taking full advantage 
of the flexibility offered by the NFV system and 
enforces the optimization results with the unified 
control mechanism, which guarantees accuracy 
and efficiency of the NF services and traffic for-
warding. The optimization framework models the 
network topologies and user requirements, which 
can be utilized extensively in problems associated 
with NF deployment and policy enforcement. In 
parallel, the unified control framework leverag-
es standardized protocols and interfaces to con-
duct centralized control of traffic forwarding, NF 
assignment, and provisioning in order to enforce 
the optimization results and handle dynamic 
events (congestions, failures, etc.). Furthermore, 
this study opens up a new research direction for 
the design of SDN-NFV systems through a quan-
titative analysis based on a specific scenario.

We structure the article as follows. After giv-
ing the system overview in the next section, we 
introduce the unified control framework includ-
ing the details of the newly designed interfaces. 
Then we introduce the optimization framework 
and several possible optimization objectives. 
After analyzing the capability of the proposed 
control and optimization framework, we intro-
duce an example application and quantitatively 
assess the capability of the control and optimiza-
tion framework by simulation targeting at realis-
tic network environment and user requirements. 
Finally, we conclude the article.

system overvIew

The proposed SDN-NFV system is illustrated 
in Fig. 1. It consists of a control module, for-
warding devices, and an NFV system at the edge 
of the network. The rules of packet forward-

ing are determined by the SDN controller and 
implemented in the forwarding devices through 
forwarding tables. Efficient protocols (e.g., 
OpenFlow [3]) are used as standard interfaces 
in communications between the controller and 
forwarding devices. The NFV system leverag-
es commodity servers to implement high band-
width NFs at low cost. Hypervisors run on the 
servers to support the virtual machines (VMs) 
that implement the NFs as pieces of pure soft-
ware. This system allows customizable data plane 
processing capabilities, such as firewalls, proxies, 
and IDSs, to be embedded within VMs, where an 
efficient virtualized platform working at line rate 
has been designed specifically for implementing 
inline services [4, 5].

The SDN controller and NFV orchestration 
system compose the control module. The NFV 
orchestration system is in charge of assigning and 
provisioning the virtualized NFs [9]. It is con-
trolled by the SDN controller through standard 
interfaces. Both the NFV system and forward-
ing devices are monitored continuously by the 
control module. The forwarding devices export 
topology information (e.g., links between the 
devices, link capacities, and VM locations) and 
resource information (e.g., CPU and amount 
of TCAM) to the control module. In parallel, 
the NF states and packet processing capaci-
ties are collected by the NF orchestration sys-
tem. To achieve optimal resource deployment 
and traffic routing, the control module takes as 
input the aforementioned information and the 
policy requirements, then runs the optimization 
required by operators and enforces the results 
with unified control of both the NFV system and 
the forwarding devices. On the other hand, to 
ensure high performance and availability, the 
control module also takes care of dynamic events 
such as congestion, load changes, and failures by 
reprovisioning a certain set of NFs.

For example, a group of operators demand 
that their traffic flows arrive at their destinations 
within the minimum hop counts. The control 
module takes their policy specifications and moni-
tored topology and resource information as input, 
and jointly computes the optimal NF assignment 
and provisioning together with the routing paths 
of policies, thus achieving the minimum overall 
hop count. During data transmission, if severe 
congestion or a failure occurs at an NF, the NF 
instance is reprovisioned elsewhere (the place-
ment is also optimized) by the control module, 
with its internal states migrated and the associated 
forwarding tables updated. The SDN-NFV system 
offers significant flexibility in both NF deployment 
and traffic steering. Moreover, some NFs can even 
be incorporated into this system. For example, 
once load balancing is virtualized, SDN can make 
it part of the path selection algorithm. That is, 
load balancing can be an augmentation to route 
computation, which itself is a control plane soft-
ware process run on the control module.

the unIfIed control frAmework

A commodity server in the NFV system is able 
to support multiple functions simultaneously with 
multiple VMs running in it, which creates new 
opportunities to optimize the policy enforce-

Figure 1. Software-defined NFV system overview.
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ment. On one hand, by applying specific functions 
to different traffic flows in one server, it is able to 
reduce the end-to-end cost and overall bandwidth 
consumption. On the other hand, by dynamically 
adjusting the functions running on each server, 
it is able to utilize the resources more efficiently 
over time. It is oblivious that achieving the above 
benefits requires flexible and unified control of 
NFs and forwarding devices, based on which the 
network operator can jointly control the deploy-
ment of the NFs and the forwarding devices. 
Meanwhile, to achieve fast recovery of possible 
congestion and failures of both NF software and 
hardware by dynamic provisioning of NFs, special 
care should be taken for the software-based NFs 
in both monitoring and control.

The proposed framework aims to conduct 
unified control of the forwarding devices and 
NFs for optimal policy enforcement and high 
performance and availability. As shown in Fig. 
2, this framework includes a logically centralized 
control module, the forwarding devices, and an 
NFV system. The unified control system relies 
on measurement flows to collected information 
for the optimization framework and dynamic 
handler, and leverages the control flows to con-
trol underlying hardware and software. Now, we 
introduce the design details of these two flows. 

meAsurement flow
Topology, resource, and NF state information is 
collected and reported by the NF and forwarding 
controllers as internal input, while the policies 
are generated from the operators’ requirements 
as external input. The optimization framework 
and dynamic handler take this information as 
input to solve optimization problems and tack-
le dynamic events. Details of the measurement 
flows are illustrated as follows. 

User Policy: The user policies are specified by 
the network operators without worrying about 
which NF to traverse and how the traffic is rout-
ed. The operator specifies the policy classes and 
the sequence of network service needed by each 
class. For example, three policies are required 
by the operators: IDS-proxy-firewall, IDS-proxy, 
and firewall-IDS, where IDS-proxy-firewall rep-
resents a policy requiring its traffic to traverse an 
IDS, a proxy, and a firewall sequentially. At the 
same time, the traffic volume traversing by each 
policy is also reported to the control module.

Topology Information: The SDN control-
ler has information on the network topology 
including links between the forwarding devices 
and locations of the VMs. The network topolo-
gy is typically reported by the forwarding devic-
es, and the VM locations are provided by the 
NFV system. The link capacities are collected by 
the network management systems. All VMs are 
attached to the edge of the network, and one for-
warding device can connect to several VMs, each 
of which implements one NF.

Resource Information: The metrics of link 
bandwidths and packet processing capacities are 
collected by the controller. As the VMs are high-
ly homogeneous, the traffic processing rates var-
ies with network functions instead of VMs. For 
example, a VM can process cF traffic rate at peak 
when implementing a firewall, and cI traffic rate 
while implementing an IDS.

NF State Information: When new NF instanc-
es are launched and traffic rerouted, the accuracy 
of the NF might be affected since the internal 
states are not migrated from the source NF [10]. 
The only way to avoid the trade-off between 
NF accuracy and performance is to allow the 
control module to quickly and safely move the 
internal state from the original instance to the 
new instance. Thus, the NF states are reported 
to the control module in the system. Updates of 
the states are triggered by certain events during 
packet processing. 

control flow
The NFV system and forwarding devices are 
controlled by the control flows. We assume all 
forwarding devices support OpenFlow abstrac-
tion, and the forwarding controller uses the stan-
dard OpenFlow protocol to control them. For 
NFs, the NF controller encapsulates the com-
plexities of distributed function and state control 
and, when requested, guarantees loss-free and 
order-preserving state operations. To achieve 
this, two types of southbound interfaces are 
designed, allowing the NF controller to closely 
control the behavior and performance of NFs to 
satisfy high-level objectives. Now, we illustrate 
the details of these two interfaces. 

Function Provisioning Interfaces: The FPIs 
control whether a VM is launched and which NF 
it should implement. These interfaces are invoked 
when new NF instances are provisioned or old 
ones de-provisioned. Three operations are provid-
ed: turnon, turnoff, and assign. The NF manager 
interacts with the hypervisors to turn on or turn 
off a certain VM via the former two operations 
and assigns functions with the latter. For example, 
assign<vmid, funcid> assigns the function with 
function id funcid to the VM with the id vmid.

Function State Interfaces: When a conges-
tion or failure occurs in an NF or an updated 
NF software is applied in the NFV system, new 

Figure 2. The unified control framework, in which the information is 
gathered by measurement flows, and control operations are implemented 
by the control flows.
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NF instances need to be launched, and traffic is 
rerouted. NFV allows us to launch a new instance 
in a matter of milliseconds[4], and SDN allows us 
to reroute traffic to that instance just as quick-
ly. However, this simple rerouting of traffic can 
compromise NF accuracy due to the absence of 
internal NF state at the new instance. Function 
state interfaces (FSIs) are designed to move, copy 
or share, and combine NF state in a loss-free and 
order-preserving fashion to guarantee NF accura-
cy and overall performance when a certain set of 
NFs are re-provisioned elsewhere. To minimize 
NF modifications, state gathering and merging is 
delegated to NFs which perform these tasks with-
in the context of their existing internal architec-
ture. We provide three simple operations for NF 
states: get, put, and delete. Each group of states are 
associated with a certain set of flows; thus, each 
operation is an atomic one that only put or delete a 
delegated group of states within an NF. Complex 
operations such as migrating all internal states 
from one NF to another are translated into a set 
of atomic operations by a control application, 
and enforced by the NF manager and forward-
ing controller. An FSI also includes interfaces for 
observing and preventing state updates since there 
are times we need to know whether updates are 
ongoing (e.g., to decide when to move state) or to 
prevent an NF from updating its states (e.g., while 
state is being copied). Moreover, in case of NF 
failures, the NF manager needs to get the states 
if updates are observed to maintain an up-to-date 
copy of all NF states.

The optimization framework works via con-
trol applications, that is, VM allocation, function 
assignment, policy optimization, and traffic steer-
ing, which convert the optimization results into 
lower-level operations that can be applied by the 
NF controller and forwarding controller. At the 
same time, the dynamic handler tackles conges-
tion or failure in a similar fashion.

optImIzAtIon frAmework

An SDN-NFV system allows new flexibility in NF 
deployment and traffic routing. Our proposed 
optimization framework takes full advantage of 
this flexibility and jointly optimizes various vari-
ables in such a system. Assume the network with 
the topology of G = <V,E>, which comprises a 
set of nodes V (forwarding devices), and the nodes 
are interconnected by a set of links E. Each node 
may connect to several commodity servers run-
ning VMs. We regard the VMs as distinct enti-
ties and let Q = {q1, q2, …, qm} denote the set of 
VMs. The function set is labeled as F = {f1, f2, …, 
fn}. Each VM q  Q can implement any desired 
function f  F. Let Pk denote one of the K service 
sequences required by the operators, which is rep-
resented with a function sequence <ik, sk,1, sk,2, 
…, sk,nk, dk>, with ik, dk  V denoting the ingress 
and egress node of Pk, sk,i  F representing the 
ith NF the traffic of policy class k should traverse. 
The traffic volume of Pk is labeled as Tk, also 
reported to the control module by the operators.

As shown in Fig. 2, the policies, topology 
information, and resource information are the 
inputs needed by the optimization framework. 
With this information, the SDN-NFV system can 
be optimized in several aspects:

• On-demand resource allocation, that is, we 
can launch only a subset of Q to minimize the 
energy cost and meanwhile guarantee low con-
gestion and overload possibility.

• Policy-aware function assignment. As each VM 
can implement any delegated NF, NFs can be 
dynamically assigned to the VMs in an optimal 
way in order to achieve better performance, 
aware of the user policies.

• Smarter traffic engineering. Once the functions 
are assigned, traffic of particular flows should be 
steered to pass an appropriate sequence of NFs 
to enforce the policy specifications. Our proposed 
optimization framework is able to compute the 
optimal routing paths according to the policies.

• Policy optimization. Usually, the operators 
only require flows to bypass a certain set of 
NFs without regard to the order. Thus, the NF 
sequences can be optimized by adjusting the 
order of NFs for various objectives. Our pro-
posed optimization framework covers most 
flexibility of the SDN-NFV system. Once an 
optimization objective is set, jointly optimizing 
the aforementioned variables can achieve the 
optimal performance the SDN-NFV system 
can offer. The main components of the optimi-
zation framework are summarized in Table 1.

optImIzAtIon objectIves
To meet various demands of operators, distinct 
objectives are of concern in the proposed opti-
mization framework to optimize performance 
in different aspects. This framework can benefit 
operators by minimizing the cost of data trans-
mission while benefiting Internet service provid-
ers (ISPs) by minimizing the capacity required by 
peak usage to cut capital expenses.

Hops: Services should be deployed to ensure 
that traffic is routed to the destination within the 
minimum hop counts. However, it is not possible 
to minimize the hop counts for every policy or 
operator. One possible solution is to minimize 
the overall hop count for all operators. Given a 
certain group of operators, the total hop count is 
the summation of the hop counts of all policies. 
For each service sequence (e.g., Pk) the length of 
its route path consists of three parts: the distance 
from the ingress node to the first NF, the total 
length of the paths between the NFs, and the 
distance from the last NF to the egress node. For 
each pair of NFs (fa, fb), the hop count between 
them can be denoted as h(fa,  fb). Then the over-
all hop count of K policies can be expressed as 

h(ik , sk,1)+ h(sk, i , sk, i+1)+ h(sk, nk , dk )
i=1

nk−1

∑
⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟

k=1

K

∑ ,
 

where the ingress and egress nodes can be 
regarded as a wire NF that simply sends packets 
from its input to its output. 

Delay: The traffic of network service is highly 
sensitive to delay [11]. An example is when one 
data center (DC) contacts another in the pro-
cess of responding to a user request because not 
all information is available in the first DC. Such 
interactive traffic is highly sensitive to delay, 
even small increase in response time (100 ms) 
degrades user experience [14]. For this type of 
traffic, the accumulated delay of the service chain 
through which the flow is required to pass must 

The optimization frame-
work works via control 
applications, that is, 
VM allocation, function 
assignment, policy 
optimization, and traffic 
steering, which convert 
the optimization results 
into lower-level opera-
tions that can be applied 
by the NF controller and 
forwarding controller. 
At the same time, the 
dynamic handler tackles 
congestion or failure in 
a similar fashion.
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be minimized. There are two types of metrics 
to define minimum here. We may minimize the 
average delay for all operators or minimize the 
maximum delay to bound the worst user experi-
ence. The calculation of the delay of a policy is 
similar to that of the hop count. The hop count 
h(fa, fb) between the NF pair (fa, fb) is replaced 
by the delay d(fa, fb) between them.

NF Load Balance: An efficient virtualized plat-
form working at line rate has been developed for 
high-performance network services [4, 5]. The 
investment in network services has been dramatically 
decreased by such platforms running on commodity 
hardware. However, as the number of NFs required 
in current networks becomes large, the capital cost 
is still an important issue for ISPs. Lower NF loads 
at peak can significantly save money for ISPs since 
cheaper devices can be applied. On the other hand, 
bounding the NF loads decreases the possibility of 
congestion and failure. In our framework, NF load 
balance can be achieved by minimizing the maxi-
mum NF load. The load on each NF is modeled in 
terms of the total volume of traffic across all service 
sequences of which it is a part.

Link Utilization: Network operators rely 
on high link bandwidth, which is an expensive 
resource, to improve the user experience and 
reliability. However, the network cycles through 
periods of peaks and troughs, making this invest-
ment not fully leveraged due to the lack of coor-
dination among the services that use the network. 
Since network resources must be provisioned for 
peak usage to avoid congestion, the network is 
under-subscribed on average. With a global view 
of the network resources, our proposed optimiza-
tion framework can jointly consider policy spec-
ifications and resource constraints. By carefully 
assigning NFs and routing the traffic flows, we 
are able to globally allocate traffic flows to bal-
ance the link utilization. Here, the network band-
width can be allocated in a max-min fair manner 
to maximize the minimum utilization of links. 
For each link e  E, its utilization is calculated by 

z(k)Tk b(e)
k=1

K

∑ ,

where z(k) denotes how many times policy k 
passes e and b(e) represents the bandwidth of 
link e.

Energy Saving: With our proposed optimi-
zation framework, operators can reduce energy 
costs by minimizing the number of NFs needed 
and constructing active paths that exploit excess 
capacity. According to the traffic volumes and 
NF sequences of the policies, we can compute 
the lower bound of required NF number Nr and 
where they are implemented, and meanwhile 
ensure low possibility of congestion and failure. 
When new requirements are specified, we can 
accommodate the newly arrived flows with cur-
rently active devices if there is enough excess 
capacity. If not, the proposed framework can 
still be utilized to minimize the number of newly 
launched devices.

system constrAInts
In order to meet the nature requirements of the 
system and ensure that the resource limits are 
not violated, serial system constraints should be 

considered, which include the constraints of NF 
implementation and system resources. 

NF Implementation: Several basic constraints 
of the NFV system should be met. On one hand, 
current platforms specially developed for net-
work services only support one NF in a VM. 
Thus, a VM should implement no more than 
one NF that is required by the NFV system. In 
parallel, all required functions should be imple-
mented so that the policies can be successfully 
enforced. That is, for each f  F, there should be 
at least one VM q  Q that implements f. These 
constraints are simple but fundamental to our 
problems. 

System Resources: As stated before, we also 
need to consider the limited system resources, 
including computation and bandwidth resources, 
for example, the packet processing capacities of 
the VMs and the amount of TCAM available 
for installing forwarding rules in the forwarding 
devices. At the same time, it is also necessary to 
ensure that the link bandwidths are not violated. 

solutIon
For each objective introduced above, we can 
combine it with the constraints to form opti-
mization problems for given systems and poli-
cies with the decision variables representing NF 
deployment and traffic routing. The objectives 
are mainly linear compositions of optimization 
variables, while the constraints of NF imple-
mentation and system resources are also linear 
constraints. Thus, the formulated optimization 
problems mentioned above fall into the category 
of linear programming problems, which can be 
solved by linear programming techniques, that 
is, using existing optimization toolkits, such as 
CPLEX and YALMIP.

On the other hand, since the SDN-NFV sys-
tem is highly flexible in both service deployment 
and traffic steering, jointly optimizing several 
sets of variables, which can obtain better overall 
performance, becomes possible. However, joint 
optimization problems are usually nonlinear and 
thus NF-hard, making them inefficient to solve in 
real scenarios. To address this, heuristic solutions 
should be designed to solve these problems. For 

Table 1. Summary of the optimization framework.

Objectives Constraints Capability

Hops: minimize
  

h(Pk )
k=1

K

∑
NF implementation Traffic steering

Delay: minimize

 

d(Pk )
k=1

K

∑
VM selection

NF load balance: mininize 
Max{load(Q)}

System resources: Function assignment

Link utilization: maximize

    

Min z(k)Tk b(e)
k=1

K

∑
⎧
⎨
⎪

⎩⎪

⎫
⎬
⎪

⎭⎪

TCAM, link/NF  
bandwidth

Policy optimization

Energy saving: minimize Nr
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example, we can decouple service deployment 
and traffic steering and solve them separately 
with heuristic approaches.

cApAbIlIty of the unIfIed control And 
optImIzAtIon frAmework

Many technical problems can be tackled with 
the proposed unified control and optimization 
framework. The optimization framework mod-
els and solves various problems in terms of the 
optimization variables, while the unified control 
framework enforces the optimization results 
through southbound interfaces. In this section, 
we briefly analyze how we can model the prob-
lems and ultimately implement the solutions in 
the proposed optimization and control frame-
work by considering traffic steering, VM selec-
tion, NF assignment, and policy optimization.

trAffIc steerIng
SDN offers new agility in traffic steering. Our 
control framework allows network operators to 
specify a logical routing policy and automatically 
translates this into forwarding rules. Prior to this, 
the routing paths are carefully selected by the 
optimization framework taking into account the 
physical topology, link capacities, and network 
resource constraints. Solid work has been done 
on traffic steering in hardware-based middlebox 
systems [6, 7]. However, in our proposed frame-
work, traffic steering is jointly optimized with NF 
deployment, which can achieve better compo-
sition. To ensure that the transmission delay is 
bounded, for each policy, we steer traffic through 
a unique NF instance for each functionality 
instead of distributing the traffic over all instanc-
es. By defining binary variables denoting whether 
a VM is traversed by a policy, the traffic steer-
ing problem can be modeled as jointly solved by 
our proposed framework. The control of traffic 
steering is done by the forwarding controller via 
OpenFlow forwarding tables, which has already 
been thoroughly studied.

vm selectIon
In traditional purpose-built systems, network 
functions are usually overprovisioned since they 
are provisioned for peak usage forecast by the 
network providers. In SDN-NFV systems, with 
the global view of the system and flexible control 
of the underlying devices enabled by our pro-
posed unified control framework, it is possible to 
provision VMs dynamically through the south-
bound interfaces according to user requirements 
to save energy. The service sequences and corre-
sponding traffic volumes are reported to the con-
trol module by the operators. Together with VM 
capabilities and other resource constraints, which 
are collected by the measurement flows, the opti-
mization framework can select the minimum sub-
set of Q to fulfill the demands. To model the VM 
selection problem in our proposed optimization 
framework, we first define binary indicator vari-
ables ui denoting whether qi   Q is turned on. 
The traffic volume bypassing each selected VM 
and relevent link utilizations are added as con-
straints. By solving the optimization problem, 
the proposed framework allows us to obtain the 

optimal selection of VMs. Once the VMs are 
selected, decisions are translated into lower-lev-
el operations and implemented using the FPIs, 
that is, selected VMs are launched by the turnon 
operation and the others disabled by turnoff. 

functIon AssIgnment
NFs can be dynamically allocated among the 
selected VMs by the control module, which is 
referred to as function assignment. For a set of 
function assignments, we can compute the opti-
mal route paths of the policies. However, it is 
worth pointing out that function assignment has a 
significant impact on the optimal route paths. We 
need to assign proper NFs to the VMs based on 
policy requirements to achieve a maximum over-
all utility for all operators, taking into account 
the network resource constraints. The function 
assignment problem is incorporated in our pro-
posed optimization framework by assigning f  F 
to q  Q. The assignment of NFs can be modeled 
by binary variables xi,j representing whether fi 
is assigned to qj. The NF implementation con-
straints can be expressed with linear composi-
tions of xi,j. Other constraints are generated from 
the information offered by the measurement 
flows. The computed assignments can be export-
ed to the NF controller as simple key-value pairs 
(e.g., <funcid, vmid>) and sequentially assigned 
to the VMs by the NF manager.

polIcy optImIzAtIon
In some cases, policies specified by operators are 
not order-sensitive, that is, the operators only 
require particular flows to traverse a set of net-
work functions for performance or security pur-
poses without regard to their order. Chaining 
the NFs in an appropriate order with a global 
view of the system can bring extra benefits. In 
the policy optimization problem, the task of our 
proposed framework is to jointly consider the 
function assignment and traffic steering with the 
policies to seek the optimal arrangement of the 
NF sequences, that is, to find the optimal order 
of <sk,1, sk,2, …, sk,nk> for each Pk. It is worth 
noting that there are several functionalities that 
are sensitive to their positions in the sequence of 
which we should take special care. For example, 
a firewall might be required to process the flow 
before/after all other NFs, and a proxy might be 
limited in a certain position since it may split a 
flow into several sessions, thus affecting the fol-
lowing processing. These limits should be consid-
ered in the problem. The policies are optimized 
within the control module, and no control of 
underlying devices is required.

QuAntItAtIve AnAlysIs

In this section, we investigate the function assign-
ment problem as a typical example to quanti-
tatively analyze and assess the capability of the 
proposed control and optimization framework in 
designing an optimization solution. 

selected scenArIo And chAllenges
In the SDN-NFV system, NFs can be dynamical-
ly assigned among the VMs, and the assignment 
of NFs has significant impact on overall perfor-
mance since the traffic flows are routed based on 

In SDN-NFV systems, 
with the global view of 
the system and flexible 
control of the underlying 
devices enabled by our 
proposed unified control 
framework, it is pos-
sible to provision VMs 
dynamically through 
the southbound inter-
faces according to user 
requirements to save 
energy
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the assignment. By leveraging the proposed uni-
fied control and optimization framework, we can 
jointly optimize function assignment and traf-
fic steering according to the network topology, 
user policies, and resource constraints. As shown 
in Fig. 2, the control module takes as input the 
user policies, resource information, and topology 
information, and models the joint optimization 
problem in terms of the required objective. The 
modeled problem is then solved by the optimiza-
tion framework, which outputs a set of key-value 
pairs indicating the functionality each VM imple-
ments and a set of routing paths for the user poli-
cies. The key-value pairs are taken as parameters 
of the assign operation, and the routing paths are 
enforced by the forwarding controller.

However, some challenges need to be tack-
led in order to exploit our proposed framework 
in optimizing these large-scale practical systems. 
First, user policies vary with subscribers and appli-
cation identities. Each user may specify multiple 
policies; the policies may conflict with each other, 
and so might the users. The assignment should 
coordinate these conflicts to achieve an overall 
optimization of all users. Second, network resourc-
es including bandwidth and computing resources 
should be taken into consideration given the vari-
ous traffic volumes of the policies. These resource 
constraints should not be violated to ensure suc-
cessful traffic routing. Third, users may want to 
add or alter processing policies dynamically in real 
time. There should be time-saving approaches to 
adapt to real-time changes. 

problem And solutIon
Our proposed control and optimization frame-
work can be utilized in the network with an NFV 
system attached to the edge. The commodi-
ty servers are connected to the edge forward-
ing devices instead of being located inline. For 
each VM, we assume that the VMs are homo-
geneous and that their packet processing capac-
ities depend on which NF they implement. For 
each policy, we steer traffic through a unique 
NF instance for each functionality instead of 
distributing the traffic to several VMs; thus, 
we can delicately control the cost of that poli-
cy. The optimal solution to the function assign-
ment problem is incorporated in our proposed 
control and optimization framework. Moreover, 
based on the model and principles of the opti-
mization framework, a heuristic approach can 
further be designed for real-time lightweight uses 
(e.g., adapting to minor changes in policies) as a 
quicker reaction. 

Optimal Solution: To achieve theoretical 
optimal performance, we need to jointly opti-
mize function assignment and traffic steering 
since they are twisted problems. Under the above 
system settings, we model the function assign-
ment problem by defining binary indicator vari-
ables xi,j representing whether fi is assigned to 
qj. The routing path, which is the output of the 
traffic steering problem, is also denoted by bina-
ry variables. The optimization objective can be 
to minimize the overall hop count or delay for 
all operators. Take hop count as an example. 
As shown above, the overall hop count can be 
expressed as 

h(ik , sk,1)+ h(sk, i , sk, i+1)+ h(sk, nk , dk )
i=1

nk−1

∑
⎛

⎝
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⎠
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K
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Along with the constraints introduced earlier, we 
can solve the minimization problem to obtain the 
optimal function assignments. The problem for-
mulation and solution can easily be extended and 
applied to other optimization objectives. 

Heuristic Solution: Based on the model, objec-
tive, and constraints introduced in our proposed 
optimization framework, a heuristic solution can 
be designed as a time-saving enforcement of this 
framework. We decompose the joint optimization 
problem into two stages by which the optimiza-
tion variables and constraints are untangled into 
two parts: the function assignment stage, where 
we use heuristic approaches to allocate the NFs 
under the constraints of user policies, the network 
topology, and resources, and the traffic steering 
stage, which is incorporated in our optimization 
framework, minimizing the hop count considering 
the resource constraints.

Since the traffic steering stage is already intro-
duced above, we focus on the heuristic algorithm 
of the first stage. We again take the overall hop 
count as an example of optimization objective to 
express the heuristic solution. The basic idea of 
this algorithm is to allocate the most frequent 
service patterns to close VM neighbors, form-
ing a number of frequent pattern clusters in the 
network topology. A service pattern is a pair of 
services that appear consecutively in the service 
chains regardless of the order. By clustering the 
most frequent patterns, the shortest paths will 
be chosen for the most frequent function pat-
terns in the traffic routing stage to minimize the 
total hop count. We can also cluster the patterns 
with other metrics according to the optimization 
objective. The less used patterns are located at 

Figure 3. Illustration of the heuristic algorithm for function assignment 
stage, where frequent function patterns are allocated among neighbouring 
VMs, forming frequent clusters.
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the perimeter of these clusters. Prior to the pat-
tern clustering, an appropriate number of VMs is 
allocated to each functionality based on the NF 
loads that are estimated according to the policies 
and their traffic volumes.

Assume that there are three user policies: 
IDS-proxy-firewall, IDS-proxy, and firewtall-IDS, 
as shown in Fig. 3, where each node denotes 
a server, and there might be multiple VMs in 
each server. There are three clusters of com-
pactly distributed VMs. Some perimeter VMs 
that are relatively far from these clusters connect 
them. According to the three user policies, (IDS, 
proxy) is a frequent pattern in this example. The 
heuristic algorithm then intends to locate the 
functions in pattern (IDS, proxy) on nodes A and 
B, which are neighboring nodes in the same clus-
ter, instead of on perimeter nodes C and D. We 
do the same thing to the other frequent patterns. 
The shortest path of policy IDS-proxy-firewall is 
shown based on the assignment.

performAnce evAluAtIon
We evaluate the performance of the above pro-
posed solution in both backbone and fat tree 
topologies [12]. For the backbone topologies, 
NFV servers could be attached to any of the 
nodes. For the fat tree topology, servers are only 
allowed to be connected to the edge forward-
ing devices. The link capacities are assumed to 
be equal for the backbone topologies, and for 
the fat tree topology the bandwidth of the links 
between the core and aggregation layer is two 
times that of the links between the aggregation 
layer and the edge. The placement of the servers 
is decided randomly for each simulation loop. 
We assume there are three NFs in F, and the 
NF-associated VM capacities are set based on 
practical experience to make them reasonable. 
The service sequences of user policies are also 
generated based on practical experience and 
some basic principles. Proper randomness is 
allowed to simulate the variety of user policies 
in realistic scenarios. The traffic volume of each 
policy obeys power-law probability distribution 
[13], and we adjust the amplitude TP to control 
the overall traffic volume. The benchmark of 

our evaluations is the state-of-the-art algorithm 
called primal assignment [4]. It works as follows: 
first the VM numbers are allocated in the same 
fashion as the heuristic solution does prior to the 
assignment; then the NFs are randomly assigned 
to the VMs according to their numbers.

Figure 4 shows the overall hop counts and 
their variations under the topology of B4 [15], 
the inter-data center (DC) topology of Goo-
gle. Each server consists of two VMs. Figure 4a 
shows the total hop count as a function of server 
numbers. The total hop count decreases with the 
increment of server number for both algorithms. 
The optimal solution and heuristic solution cut 
off the overall hop count by 34.4 and 27.3 per-
cent on average. Figure 4b shows the total hop 
count as a function of policy numbers. Solutions 
based on our proposed framework outperform 
the primal assignment at all policy numbers. The 
benefit increases as the policy number increases. 
The optimal solution and heuristic solution cut 
the overall hop count by 40.2 and 25.5 percent 
on average. Figure 4 indicates that our proposed 
optimization framework enables effective poli-
cy-aware function assignments and traffic rout-
ing in backbones regardless of the scale of NFV 
system and the policy set. Moreover, the perfor-
mance gain increases as the policy set gets larger. 
Figure 5 illustrates similar results under fat tree 
topology [12]. These results indicate that both 
solutions based on our optimization framework 
attain significant gain in overall cost of the oper-
ators in both WAN and DC networks, which fur-
ther demonstrate the capability of our proposed 
control and optimization framework to jointly 
optimize various variables and achieve better 
overall performance.

conclusIons
In this work, we propose a unified control and 
optimization framework for dynamic service 
chaining for an SDN-NFV system that optimizes 
the system via jointly controlling the underly-
ing devices with novel interfaces. The proposed 
framework enables joint modeling and optimi-
zation of crucial technical problems along with 
efficient enforcement in an SDN-NFV system. 

Figure 4. Hop counts v.s. server number and policy number in B4 topology, 2 VMs per server, TP = 0.4: a) hop counts vs. number 
of servers, policies = 4; b) hop counts vs. number of policies, servers = 6.
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Simulations for the joint optimization problem of 
function assignment and traffic steering illustrate 
that our proposed framework cuts the overall 
user cost by at least 25.5 percent, which demon-
strates the effectiveness of our proposed frame-
work. This study thus provides a useful scheme 
for optimizing dynamic service chaining, and 
opens up a new research direction for the design 
of SDN-NFV systems.
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Figure 5. Hop counts vs. server number and policy number in fat tree topology where k = 4, 2 VMs per server, TP = 0.4: a) hop 
counts vs. number of servers, policies = 4; b) hop counts vs. number of policies, servers = 6.
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